DESIGN INSPIRATION
The first of its kind, this tower incorporates a perimeter, column-free,
four-story helical super-diagrid system to resist gravity and high seismic
loads. Originally inspired by the ‘guqin’ – an ancient Chinese stringed
instrument with strings laid over a bridge – the exterior wall is strung
between the strong diagrid frame. The building has the characteristics
of a Chinese paper lantern with folds changing around the building
perimeter.
This landmark tower leverages a pure perimeter diagrid system acting
in tandem with a reinforced concrete core, in order to introduce full
height atria and other shared interior spaces that are filled with natural
daylight. Being a non-prescriptive structural system, careful attention
was paid to the behavior of the structure, and enhanced analysis and
design objectives were set and met. Currently pursuing LEED® Gold
certification, the tower stands as a prominent icon in Beijing’s skyline.
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Above left: The ‘guqin’. Chinese musical instrument.
Above right: Chinese paper lantern folding.
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(b) Intermediate Floor with Hangers – Plan

Below: Typical section through tower, with markers indicating corresponding floor plans.

(d) Suspended Floors between Nodal Floors

Below: Floor plans showing the diagrid, hangers, and
sight lines through the atria.
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(d) Suspended Floors between Nodal Floors
(e) Diagrid System Lateral Load Paths
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(c) Nodal Floor Type II – Plan
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(d) Suspended Floors between Nodal Floors
(e) Diagrid System Lateral Load Paths

POLY INTERNATIONAL PLAZA – FACETS TO FRAMES: FORM INSPIRES STRUCTURE IN BEIJING
SEAONC/SEAOC 2017 EXCELLENCE IN STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING AWARDS

LOAD PATHS AND STABILITY

SUSPENDED INTERMEDIATE FLOORS AND
FAILSAFE STUB COLUMN EXTENSIONS

NODE DEVELOPMENT AND TESTING

With the unique diagrid system, lateral loads are transmitted to the building base along helical
load paths, without relying on diaphragm slabs at the building ends. The exoskeletal diagrid
frame system on the perimeter acts in tandem with concrete walls at the building core to
provide a dual gravity and lateral load resisting system with multiple continuous and redundant
load paths. Global buckling stability afforded by the three dimensional form of the diagrid
made it possible to introduce large architecturally exciting atria at building ends.
Extensive buckling analyses were performed to confirm that the diagrid members would
yield before local or global buckling occur. To ensure stability of the diagrid frame at the atria
even if the slabs bordering them cracked in a major seismic event, in-plane steel floor bracing
members were introduced to act as a failsafe backup system for the diaphragm slabs.
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The integrity of the diagrid structural system relies on the performance of the welded
nodes.
Thewith
diagrid
nodes were modularized, and consist of two horizontal steel plates in line with the perimeter beam
flanges, one vertical steel plate centered on the node work-point, and vertical curved plates between the
horizontal flange plates aligned with the diagrid sections above and below. Finite element (FE) analyses
were performed for representative diagrid nodes and reduced scale tests (cyclic and monotonic tests)
were performed at the China Academy of Building Research (CABR) in Beijing. The tests confirmed the
adequacy of the node design, and the importance of providing concrete and increasing plate thickness
within the nodes to ensure that eventual failure occurred beyond the nodes.
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With nodes occurring every two floors, intermediate floors were
suspended from nodal floors above to avoid loading diagrid members
between nodes, thus increasing the efficiency of the structure. In an
unlikely event of a localized hanger failure, the failsafe stub column
would drop and transfer loads to the floor structure below. This
integrated system allows for a natural double exterior curtainwall
system that mitigates Beijing’s climate extremes.
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(c) Nodal Floor Type II – Plan
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(e) Diagrid System Lateral Load Paths
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(a) FEM Analysis of Concrete Filled Node
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(a) Diagrid System: lateral load path around the perimeter
allows end void conditions.

(b) Conventional System (not used): lateral load path
through the core requires robust end walls.
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